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Abstract- This paper describes the design of a syllable based 
Text-to-Speech for Bengali language.  We divide our system 
into four different phases-Texts Normalization, Syllable 
Detection, Syllable Selection and Sound File Collection. In 
Text Normalization phase, we will split words and mark their 
type. Different rules of pronunciation to detect syllable will be 
applied in syllable detection phase. In Syllable Selection phase, 
we will split each syllable from normalize text according to a 
remark and search them into database. Finally, in the Sound 
File Collection phase, we will collect sound file corresponding 
with syllable and concatenate them to produce speech. We 
hope that our system will perform better as we need few 
concatenation points to produce a word than any other Bengali 
Text-to-Speech synthesis system. 

Keywords- Text Normalization, Syllable Detection, Syllable 

Selection, Sound File Collection 

 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Text to speech is a modern computer system which 
converts normal language text into its speech by applying some 
linguistic rules and algorithm. It has a broad research and 
application area in the modern Human Computer Interaction 
systems. [1] It has significant importance in education, 
entertainment, business, and especially for the people with 
visual impairment and dyslexia. [2] 

 

         

Figure 1.  Block diagram of text-to-Speech Synthesis System [3] 

The two primary technologies for speech synthesis are 
formant synthesis [4] and concatenative synthesis [5]. Formant 
synthesis converts text to its speech based on an acoustic 
model. On the other hand, concatenative synthesis converts text 
to its speech based on human speech samples. [6] 

In this paper we have described the design of a Bengali 
text-to-speech where syllable is the single unit to produce 
output. 

 

II. LITERETURE REVIEW 

BRAC developed a Bengali Text-to-Speech synthesis 
system [8] “Kotha” using festival [5, 7]. Festival is a 
multilingual speech synthesis system which helps to provide 
general framework for building speech synthesis. 

 Shahjalal University of Science & Technology developed a 
diphone based Bengali Text-to-Speech synthesis system named 
“Subachan”. It uses a minimum diphone set (527) for Bengali 
Text to Speech Synthesis. [9] 

Kotha is based on Festival, a multilingual speech synthesis 
system where Subachan is based on diphone, a small unit of 
sound. But there are no syllable based Bengali Text-to-Speech 
in Bangladesh. Our proposed system is entirely focused on 
syllable. A syllable based Text-to-Speech can produce sound 
with less concatenation point than a diphone based Text-to-
Speech system. So, we can expect more reliable outcomes from 
our proposed model of Text-to-Speech than all previous 
systems. 

 

III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

There are four major phases in our system named Text 
Normalization, Syllable Detection, Syllable Selection and 
Sound File Collection. Text Normalization phase includes 
splitting word, identifying type of each word. Syllable 
Detection phase provides different rules of pronunciation for 
detecting each syllable. Syllable Selection phase includes 
splitting syllable, searching database. Finally, collection and 
concatenation of syllable are performed in the Sound File 
Collection phase. Thus we produce speech from text by 
concatenating syllables. The architecture of our system is 
shown in Figure 2. 

A. Text Normalization 

In the first phase of our system we split each word from 
text. We will use some symbols including comma, high-pen, 
white space etc. as a delimiter. Then we detect the category of 
each word because word detection is important for removing 
ambiguity problem, expanding words etc. Moreover, word 
detection is helpful to make correct pronounce of each word. 
Thus we normalize our raw text by splitting words, expanding 
according to their types, elaborating abbreviated words etc. 
Some rules of text normalization are listed here. 

Text Speech Rules & Algorithm 
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 Number will be normalized as their spelling in 

Bengali. Example: ৩২ ->      

 Abbreviated words will be normalized with expansion. 

Example:      ->         

 ‘   ’ related word will be normalized by specific 

rules. Example:         ->        

 Words with joint letter will be normalized by specific 

rules. Example:     ->        

 ‘   ’ related word will be normalized by specific 

rules. Example:      ->        

 Sentence analysis is also needed in text normalization 
phase to solve ambiguity problem. Most of the 
ambiguity problems are arisen between noun and verb. 
So, we will detect noun and verb by n-gram model, a 
renowned algorithm of machine learning. Example: 

        (noun)     । Here    pronounced as     । 

           (verb)। Here    pronounced as      । 

Text 

                    । 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                    

Speech Output 

Figure 2.  Syllable based Bengali Text to Speech Synthesis System 

B. Syllable Detection 

In syllable detection phase we detect all syllable of each 

word and use a remark (  ) at the end letter of each syllable. 
Generally we try to construct a word with only mono or di-
syllable. We use some specific rules for mono and di-syllable 
detection. When we find a syllable according to our rules we 

mark them with an end marker (  ). This will be helpful for our 
next phase syllable selection. We categorize all rules based on 
number of letter in a word.  There are many rules for detecting 
a syllable in words. These are some examples for each 
category. 

Rules for a word consist of one letter: 

 All one lettered words are considered as mono-

syllable. 
Rules for a word consist of two letters: 

 If two letters have no ‘   ’ then the word will be a 

di- syllable. 

Example: এ  -> এ  ,    ->     etc. 

 If first letter has a ‘   ’ but second letter has no 

‘   ’ then the word will be a di- syllable.  

Example:     ->      etc. 

 If first letter has no ‘   ’ but second letter has a 

‘   ’ then the word consists of two mono-syllable.  

Example:     ->    +    ,     ->    +     etc. 

 If two letters have ‘   ’ then the word consists of two 

mono-syllable. 

Example:     ->    +    ,      ->     +     etc. 
Rules for the word consists of three, four, five letter will 

follow the rules of one and two.  

C. Syllable Selection 

In this phase we split each syllable from a word when we 

get a remark (  ) and search it in our database which is consists 
of about 5,700 sound files for mono and di-syllable. Following 
table shows the list of approximate number of syllables we 
need to develop our system. Here, we assume number of 

vowels =6 (অ,  , ই,  , এ, ও),vowel diacritics=5(  ,   ,   , 

  ,    )  and number of consonant = 27 ( ,  , গ, ঘ, চ,  ,  , 

ঝ, ট, ঠ, ড, ঢ,  ,  ,  , ধ,  , প,  ,  , ভ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  , য়). 

V defines mono syllable consists of vowel. 

C defines mono syllable consists of consonant. 

CD defines mono syllable consists of consonant with vowel 
diacritic 

VC defines di-syllable consists of vowel and consonant. 

CV defines di-syllable consists of consonant and vowel. 

VV defines di-syllable consists of vowel and vowel. 

CC defines di-syllable consists of consonant and consonant. 

CDV defines di-syllable consists of consonant with vowel 
diacritic and vowel 

Text Normalization 

      ,    ,          । 

Syllable Detection 

          ,        ,             

Syllable Selection 

   +     +      ,        ,       +      +      

Sound File Collection 

Sound file of (   +     +      ,        , 

      +      +     ) 
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CDC defines di-syllable consists of consonant with vowel 
diacritic and consonant. 

 

TABLE I.  SYLLABLE LIST 

Syllable type Number of Syllable 

V 6 

C 27 

CD 27*5=135 

VC 6*27=162 

CV 27*6=162 

VV 6*6=36 

CC 27*27=729 

CDV 27*5*6=810 

CDC 27*5*27=3645 

Total 5712 

 

 V type Syllable: অ,  , ই etc. 

 C type Syllable:  ,  , গ etc. 

 CD type Syllable:   ,   , গ  etc. 

 VC type Syllable: অ ,   , ই  etc. 

 CV type Syllable:  ই,   ,  ই etc. 

 VV type Syllable: অই,  ই,  ই etc. 

 CC type Syllable:   ,   , গ  etc. 

 CDV type Syllable:   ই,   ই, গ ই etc. 

 CDC type Syllable:    ,    , গ   etc. 

D. Sound File Selection 

Finally we collect all corresponding sound file for each 
syllable and concatenate them to produce an output speech. We 
need to implement advanced search algorithm to reduce 
complexity as our database is too large (approximate 7000 
sound files). We can categorize our sound files according to 

‘   ’. Some categories are listed here. 

 Mono syllable with no ‘   ’: 

অ,  , ই,  ,  ,  , গ, ঘ etc. 

 Mono syllable with ‘   ’: 

  ,   ,   ,   ,    ,     

  ,   ,   ,   ,    ,     etc. 

 Di-syllable where two letters have no ‘   ’: 

      গ  ঘ  চ        ঝ  

      গ  ঘ  চ        ঝ  etc. 

 Di-syllable where first letter has ‘   ’: 

  ই   ই গ ই ঘ ই চ ই   ই   ই ঝ ই 

        গ   ঘ   চ           ঝ   

                          

                          etc. 

In our database a huge number of syllables are CDC type 

where first letter has ‘   ’. So, we can categorize them 

according to different ‘   ’ for reducing searching 
complexity. Some categories are listed here. 

 CDC type di-syllable where first letter has ‘ -   ’ 

        গ   ঘ   চ           ঝ   

      গ   ঘ   চ           ঝ etc. 

 CDC type di-syllable where first letter has ‘ই-   ’: 

          গ   ঘ   চ           ঝ 

      গ   ঘ   চ           ঝ etc. 

 CDC type di-syllable where first letter has ‘ -   ’: 

          গ   ঘ   চ           ঝ 

          গ   ঘ   চ           ঝ etc. 

 CDC type di-syllable where first letter has ‘এ-   ’: 

          গ   ঘ  চ           ঝ 

          গ   ঘ   চ           ঝ etc. 

 CDC type di-syllable where first letter has ‘ও-   ’: 

             গ    ঘ    চ              ঝ 

             গ    ঘ    চ              ঝ  

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

The architectural design of our system is completely new 
approach for a Bengali text-to-speech. Satisfactory outcomes 
are expected from our system if we can record corpus in 
suitable environment. Though Bengali grammar is not that 
much controllable under some general rules but we can 
develop a system which performs better in most of the 
situations. We can also attach a small dictionary to handle 
some undesirable situations. Our next goal is to implement our 
system architecture in real world and develop it day by day. 
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